11/15/12

Begin Date: 2008-10-1

................ End Date: 2012-11-15

change date range (yyyy-mm-dd)

log out, David

Evals - 149 records (200 max viewable at a time)
Date

Time Class

11/14/12 09:56 Excel Intro
PM

11/14/12 09:55 Excel Intro
PM

11/14/12 09:55 Excel Intro
PM
11/14/12 09:54 Excel Intro
PM
11/8/12 04:52 Excel
PM Intermediate
11/8/12 04:52 Excel
PM Intermediate

11/8/12 04:52 Excel
PM Intermediate
11/8/12 04:51 Excel
PM Intermediate
11/8/12 04:51 Excel
PM Intermediate

11/8/12 04:51 Excel
PM Intermediate
11/8/12 04:50 Excel
PM Intermediate
surv ey .academy x.com/hr/results.cf m

Instructor Name One
Your Overall
Improvement
Impression
David
It's hard to take an Good Intro level. I
Casuto
evening class after learn a lot.
a full day of work.
I would take
another class
during work hours.
David
Might suggest
Great! The instructor
Casuto
hosting the course was very
from 5:30pm to
knowledgable but
8:30pm -- I feel
also entertaining and
like most people
down to earth.
could make it and
leaving at 9 is fairly
late.
David
Nice Job by David ! I
Casuto
learned a lot.
David
Very informative and
Casuto
good pace.
David
Patient instructor! Positive, with good
Casuto
presentation and
practice .
David
Very good class nice
Casuto
pace David displayed
extreme patience and
was very helpfull
David
None
It was really helpful
Casuto
David
Nil
Very good, Dave is
Casuto
very knowledgeable
and patient.
David
It was really helpful.
Casuto
It was actually more
of a refresher course
for me but it was
good to look back at
things that I've
forgotten about.
David
Great!
Casuto
David
all was good
Great!!! learned a lot.
Casuto

Pace Instructor Instructor
Knowledge Communication
too 10
9
fast

just 10
right

10

10

10

just 10
right
just 10
right

10

just 10
right

10

just 8
right
just 10
right

10

just 10
right

10

just 10
right
just 10
right

10

10

10

10

11/15/12
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11/8/12 04:50 Excel
David
PM Intermediate Casuto

10/3/12 03:53 PowerPoint
PM Intro

David
Casuto

10/3/12 03:52 PowerPoint
PM Intro

David
Casuto

10/3/12 03:51 PowerPoint
PM Intro

David
Casuto

10/2/12 03:10 Office 2010 David
PM New Features Casuto
10/2/12 02:39 Office 2010 David
PM New Features Casuto
10/2/12 02:37 Office 2010 David
PM New Features Casuto

9/20/12 08:54 Excel
David
PM Intermediate Casuto
surv ey .academy x.com/hr/results.cf m

It was really helpful. just
It was actually more right
of a refresher course
for me but it was
good to look back at
things that I've
forgotten about.
This was my first Dave was well
just
class at the
prepared and patient right
Academy - I'm
with instruction - A
sure I will return in very good teacher.
a few months. I
would like to
reserve comment
after that visit. At
first glance, I
wouldn't change a
thing.
It was a great
just
training. Ive learned right
alot and mainly it was
based on the pace of
the class. The
information wasn't
overloaded and David
took the necessary
time to further
explain any areas of
confusion. It's been
one of the best
personal development
classes Ive taken.
The training was very just
effective, and David right
was very patient with
beginners. I came in
knowing virtually
nothing about
PowerPoint, and now
feel confident about
making presentations.
just
right
More practice
Interesting and
just
activities.
helpful.
right
David did a great job just
of training. Kept class right
very interesting and
engaged. Keep up the
good work!
It was exactly what I just
needed it to be. It
right

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

8

9

9

10

10

9

9
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9/20/12 08:53 Excel
David
PM Intermediate Casuto

9/20/12 08:52 Excel
David
PM Intermediate Casuto
8/2/12 08:55 Dreamweaver David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

8/2/12

08:55 CSS
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

8/2/12

08:29 CSS
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

5/24/12 08:55 Dreamweaver David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

5/24/12 08:53 Dreamweaver David
PM Fundamentals Casuto
5/24/12 08:49 HTML
David
surv ey .academy x.com/hr/results.cf m

broke down the next
level of Excel and
explained function by
function what it does,
what is for and let us
try it out ourselves. I
feel thoroughly more
comfortable dealing
with Excel now on a
day-to-day level.
The first day was Very helpful! efficient just 10
much harder than use of time
right
the first, so maybe
go through that
slightly slower and
save more for the
second day.
Informative
just 9
right
Can't think of
It was great. I
just 10
anything
learned a ton and I
right
feel like I have a
better understand on
how to make a more
interesting and
organized website
Dave moved
I thought it was
too 8
quickly at times
informative.I enjoyed fast
and seemed
the last class when
annoyed when
we had more
students had
freedom to
trouble following experiment apart
instructions. I
from the exercise
think he could have files on our own
been more patient projects.
and attentive to
student needs.
nothing, it was
it was great!
just 10
great and Dave
right
was great!
Provide whiskey, It was a better course just 10
cigars, and double than anticipated. I
right
whoopers.
thought that David C.
added value to the
course by giving us
all an update on
current trends, which
were congruent with
industry standards.
N/A

GREAT!

just 10
right
nothing.... already Was a great class. So just 9

10

9
10

6

10

10

10
10
3/19
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PM Fundamentals Casuto

5/24/12 08:34 Dreamweaver David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

5/24/12 08:25 Dreamweaver David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

5/23/12 03:58 Excel
David
PM 2007/2010
Casuto
Intermediate

5/23/12 03:57 Excel
PM 2007/2010
Intro

David
Casuto

5/23/12 03:57 Excel
PM 2007/2010
Intro

David
Casuto

5/23/12 03:57 Excel

David

surv ey .academy x.com/hr/results.cf m

have free coffee
and tea what a
great class!

SO SO helpful,
right
Dave's teaching is
wonderful easy to
follow. super helpful
and know a lot about
website building. It
was a great class
can't wait to learn
more about
Dreamweaver and
hope he teaches more
classes!!
the class is generally just
fast paced but slows right
down enough to be
able to take all the
information in, even
for a novice like me.
David always made
sure his students
were keeping pace
with him.
I like that the class
just
was very open. We right
discussed from the
basic to some
advanced areas. It
was taught at a pace
which flowed very
well. There was great
discussions of realworld usage. I prefer
this method of
instruction.
The instructor was just
very informative and right
has a great teaching
style. I found the
course very useful
and plan to take the
next intermediate
course.
Very satisfied with
just
the instructor, who right
kept with the class
audience and
progress.
It was a lot of
just
information but very right
useful, concise and
orderly.
Fantastic overview just

9

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

9

10

10
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PM 2007/2010
Intro
5/23/12 03:56 Excel
PM 2007/2010
Intro

Casuto

5/23/12 03:55 Excel
PM 2007/2010
Intro

David
Casuto

5/3/12

08:50 PowerPoint
PM 2007/2010
Intro

David
Casuto

5/3/12

08:49 PowerPoint
PM 2007/2010
Intro

David
Casuto

David
Casuto

4/12/12 08:51 Excel 2003 David
PM Intermediate Casuto

4/12/12 08:50 Excel
David
PM 2007/2010
Casuto
Intermediate

4/12/12 08:50 Excel
PM 2007/2010
Intermediate
4/12/12 08:50 Excel
PM 2007/2010
Intermediate
4/12/12 08:50 Excel
PM 2007/2010
Intermediate
4/12/12 08:49 Excel
PM 2007/2010
Intermediate
4/12/12 08:49 Excel
PM 2007/2010
Intermediate
surv ey .academy x.com/hr/results.cf m

David
Casuto
David
Casuto
David
Casuto
David
Casuto
David
Casuto

for me.
Come to where I
work!

right

Good priorities
chosen for teaching.
Explained well and
answered all
questions patiently.
Maybe a little extra The overall class was
time.
very informative. I
learned much more
than I thought I
would. I enjoyed the
instructor and the
hands on learning
was really effective.
Very informative.
Dave is a great
instructor and I
would highly
recommend these
classes to anyone
Very good class.
Dave was very
thorough and gave
great examples. Very
knowledgeable.
Good, although this
being an evening
class broken into two
parts was difficult.
Asking the
Informative- learned
students
some new aspects of
beforehand which Excel.
sections they could
benefit from
(before they attend
the actual session).
nice and helpful, two
screens def help

just 10
right

10

just 10
right

10

just 10
right

10

just 9
right

9

just 7
right

7

just 9
right

8

just 9
right

9

David was a great
instructor and he was
very patient.
Make the class 3 I learned a lot, and
days instead of 2. David C was really
funny.
good overview of a
lot of different excel
functions.
Very brief but good

just 10
right

10

just 9
right

10

too 8
slow

8

just 7
right

8
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4/12/12 08:49 Excel
PM 2007/2010
Intermediate
3/1/12 05:00 PowerPoint
PM 2007/2010
Intermediate

David
Casuto
David
Casuto

3/1/12

04:59 Word
David
PM 2007/2010
Casuto
Intermediate

3/1/12

04:58 PowerPoint David
PM 2007/2010
Casuto
Intermediate

3/1/12

04:58 PowerPoint David
PM 2007/2010
Casuto
Intermediate

3/1/12

04:58 PowerPoint David
PM 2007/2010
Casuto
Intermediate
2/16/12 05:05 Dreamweaver David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

10/4/11 04:01 Flash
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

9/7/11

03:47 Flash
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

surv ey .academy x.com/hr/results.cf m

too 7
slow
It was professional, just 10
concise, and there is right
a great coursebook to
take back to the
office.
I thought the class
just 9
was great and I
right
learned some great
tools that I'll be able
to use. The instructor
was great.
I would suggest an Informative and
just 9
assessment of
appreciate the book! right
students
beforehand, if
possible. I'm not
sure that all the
students here today
would be
ocnsidered
Intermediate
If possible screen Very good! It was a just 10
everyone taking the good refresher and I right
class. We noticed picked up some new
that some of the tricks.
students should
have been in a
beginner's class
and they slowed
things down a bit.
Excellent class
just 10
right

8

10

10

9

10

10

David was very
just 9
helpful. The class
right
offered useful tools
and language to better
my knowledge of
CSS and
Dreamweaver. I
would give the class
a two thumbs up.

10

Great class. The
instructor gave a lot
of good tips and
additional exercises.
Excellent.

just 10
right

10

just 10
right

10

6/19
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9/7/11

03:43 Flash
PM Fundamentals
6/29/11 03:49 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto
David
Casuto

6/29/11 03:48 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

6/29/11 03:48 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

6/29/11 03:47 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

6/29/11 03:46 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

6/29/11 03:46 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

6/29/11 03:45 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

surv ey .academy x.com/hr/results.cf m

well done, good
just
teacher
right
No suggestions.
The training was very too
thorough. It was
slow
definitely meant for
extreme beginners.
Although there were
several sections I
already knew how
ever there were also
many things that I
learned. Although I
felt the class was too
slow for my
knowledge basis it
seemed to work well
for the overall class
participants.
helpful and
just
informative; more
right
independent work
exercises would be
helpful to see how
well students are
absorbing the
material.
More walk around Favorable. Fast and just
to view individual easy.
right
screens.
The amount of
David was very clear just
material covered and concise. I
right
during our class
appreciated that
time was perfect. David worked within
The only thing that the varied skill levels
I would suggest is within the class--more caffeine.
David has the
Coffee was out at patience of Mother
break.
Theresa.
Excellent! The
instructor was very
clear in explaining the
materials.
Comprehensive.
just
Instructor took time right
to make sure
everyone understood
a unit before moving
on to the next one.
Very informative. I
will be back for the
intermediate class.

9

9

10

10

10

10

10

9

10

10

10

10

10

10

just 10
right

10
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6/29/11 03:45 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

6/29/11 03:45 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

6/29/11 03:44 Excel 2007
PM Intro
6/14/11 03:57 Flash
PM Fundamentals

David
Casuto
David
Casuto

6/14/11 03:56 Flash
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

6/14/11 03:39 Flash
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

Everything seems Overall informative just
to be working as it for anyone that does right
should.
not have a lot of
experience with
Excel.
Detailed basic
just
fundamentals of
right
Excel 2007.
Everything you need
to know about basic
Excel spreadsheet
creation and
alteration. Covers
specific functions
that could be
overlooked in work
training or college
training.
N/A
Very basic, good
too
intro to Excel.
slow
Offer an advanced Great job, very
just
course.
articulate and kept
right
your interest.
Instructor took the
time to teach us
modern techniques
that you don't get
from most teachers.
This was a great
just
introduction to Flash. right
The class touched on
all the basics while
also going a bit
deeper to get to the
more interesting parts
of flash. It was really
helpful and the
teacher was really
good at keeping a
good pace while still
making sure everyone
understood
everything.
I was unimpressed This was excellent! just
with the check-in
right
as it was a little
unprofessional...I
stood around, one
guy kind of helped
then went to
something else,
then another guy
asked where I

10

10

10

10

10

8

10

10

10

10

10

10
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worked but didn't
show me where to
go. My classroom
experience was
completely
different. I give
Flash
Fundamentals an
A+ and I will
recommend it to
people at my
company. Dave
was patient and
very supportive as
I stumbled through
some concepts.
This two day class
gave me what I
need to get started
using Flash for
work purposes.
The materials I
take home will
certainly help me
further develop my
skills.
3/30/11 03:53 PowerPoint
PM 2007 Intro

David
Casuto

3/30/11 03:52 PowerPoint
PM 2007 Intro

David
Casuto

3/30/11 03:52 PowerPoint
PM 2007 Intro

David
Casuto

3/30/11 03:51 PowerPoint
PM 2007 Intro
3/30/11 03:51 PowerPoint
PM 2007 Intro

David
Casuto
David
Casuto

surv ey .academy x.com/hr/results.cf m

The content is a
Excellent (as usual
little broad for one with Academy X)
day (it seemed like
we just didn't have
adequate time to
cover the whole
book). But, still
very good value.
Good overview. We
were able to cover
most or all of the
topics of the
textbook. The class
moved along well.
I really enjoyed the
class but it was a lot
to absorb for me. I'm
not a complete
beginner, but close to
it. I think practicing
at home with the
book will help a lot.
Nothing
Excellent
Very imformative
The first part of the

just 10
right

10

just 9
right

9

just 10
right

10

just 9
right
just 10
right

10
10
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3/30/11 03:50 PowerPoint
PM 2007 Intro

David
Casuto

3/30/11 03:49 PowerPoint
PM 2007 Intro
2/16/11 05:00 Captivate
PM Fundamentals
2/9/11 05:01 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto
David
Casuto
David
Casuto

2/9/11

05:00 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

2/9/11

05:00 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

2/9/11

05:00 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

2/9/11

04:59 Excel 2003
PM Introduction
04:59 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto
David
Casuto

2/9/11
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day was pretty basic
and all stuff i knew.
Once we got into
Objects and Shapes it
was very helpful.
Pretty thorough
just
treatment of the
right
material. Even though
I've used PowerPoint
for years, this gave
me some good skills.
Very, very good.
just
right
very informative
just
right
Great intro
just
right

Maybe splitting
classes into a
beginning class for
people with no
experience, and a
class for people
with some
experience (but not
ready for
intermediate)
To have more key Very informative
boards instead of
Mac laptops
Since the course is The training was
a one-day course good for a beginner,
and there is a lot of and I felt that it was
information. It
clearly taught.
would be helpful if
the course it broke
up into two day.
use just pc for the i now have a very
training, some
solid foundation
people had issue because of this class,
i really enjoyed it. i
with the macs
would recommend it
to anyone that needs
a better
understanding of
excel. i will be able to
use what i learned
immediately in my
job.

Snacks?

perfect amount of
info
Very Informative,
Clear instructions,
Will begin to use the

10

9

10

10

9

10

9

9

just 9
right

9

too 9
fast

10

just 10
right

10

just 10
right
just 10
right

10
10
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2/9/11

04:59 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

2/9/11

04:58 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

2/9/11

04:58 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

2/9/11

04:58 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

2/9/11

04:57 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

1/25/11 04:54 Flash
PM Fundamentals
1/25/11 04:54 Flash
PM Fundamentals

David
Casuto
David
Casuto

1/25/11 04:53 Flash
PM Fundamentals
1/25/11 04:53 Flash
PM Fundamentals

David
Casuto
David
Casuto

1/25/11 04:53 Flash
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto
surv ey .academy x.com/hr/results.cf m

information right
away.
Computers be set Instructor was very
up before class and knowledgeable and
computer
encouraged
compatability
questions.
(Macbook was
slightly different)
not sure of
very useful
anything specific information gained in
a relatively short
period of time. I
would return for a
higher level class.
I thought it was very
good. I felt
comfortable and not
rushed throughout
the class. I enjoyed
his light humor and
would recommend
this class to anyone.
nothing!
very informative and
it was great having
the instructors
computer right next
to our own.
It was good and
informative. Will help
in the workplace.
Great ... just what I
needed
Faster Macs (but Very excellent;
they really weren't teacher was patient
that bad)
and explained things
well. I like having the
two screens at my
work station; one for
the teacher, one for
the student.
Very good
Print manual in
color. But really,
the class was
great. Very good
teacher - very
patient and
knowledgeable.

Great.

Great ... just what I
needed

just 9
right

10

just 9
right

9

just 10
right

10

too 9
slow

10

just 10
right

10

just 10
right
just 10
right

10

just 9
right
just 10
right

10

just 10
right

10

10

10
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1/25/11 04:52 Flash
PM Fundamentals
1/19/11 02:16 Word 2007
PM Intro
11/23/10 04:56 Captivate
PM Fundamentals

David
Casuto
David
Casuto
David
Casuto

11/23/10 04:56 Captivate
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

11/23/10 04:55 Captivate
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

11/17/10 04:55 Excel 2007
PM Intro
11/17/10 04:55 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto
David
Casuto

11/17/10 04:55 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

11/17/10 04:54 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

11/17/10 04:54 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

11/17/10 04:54 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

11/17/10 04:53 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

11/12/10 04:57 Excel 2003 David
PM Intermediate Casuto

surv ey .academy x.com/hr/results.cf m

Awesome!

n/a

just 10
right
just 10
right
just 9
right

It was fun and
thorough. The
instructor has a really
nice comfortable
supportive style.
Great material and
just
organization. The
right
workbook really
complimented the
flow of the class.
Very favorable. Lots just
of very useful tips
right
and solid explanation
of many of the user
interface elements in
Captivate.
Very helpful Great
just
teacher.
right
BISCUITS
CLEAR,
just
PROFESSIONAL,
right
HASSEL FREE
good..a lot of
just
information to take right
home and practice.
If there was more Very helpful and
just
time, then more
interesting.
right
depth for each
subject could be
taken into account.
Very good, I've taken just
several courses from right
AcademyX and David
Casuto is one of the
best instructors I've
had.

10
10
10

8

9

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

9

8

8

9

9

Make sure student Perfect for a true
just 10
is actually enrolled beginner - teacher
right
in suitable level.
was steady, pleasant,
and knowledgable.
nothing
excellent, learning
just 10
made simple,
right
instructor very
patient.
Very impressive. I
just 10
like the dual monitors right
- one for Instructor,
one for Student. I like

10

10

10
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11/12/10 04:57 Excel 2003 David
PM Intermediate Casuto

11/12/10 04:55 Excel 2003 David
PM Intermediate Casuto

11/12/10 04:55 Excel 2003 David
PM Intermediate Casuto

11/2/10 04:09 Excel 2007 David
PM Intermediate Casuto

11/2/10 04:00 Excel 2007 David
PM Intermediate Casuto

11/2/10 03:58 Excel 2007 David
PM Intermediate Casuto
11/2/10 03:57 Excel 2007 David
PM Intermediate Casuto
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your location, the
class size. The
Instructor was great!
David C. is funny and
he's patient, and
covers things
thoroughly.
Wow, day went fast. just
Took more of the
right
mystery out of Excel.
Teaching method of
seeing what
instructor does, then
we do as well is a
nice way to learn.
Have all copies of Clear. Concise. Easy just
student book
to follow directions right
match instructor's from instructor. I had
book.
easier time in this
class than Excel
intro.
I will be sing for Very helpful and fun, just
more class
I know now where to right
come. Thank you so
much
too fast,
great set up with
too
description on the computers, well
fast
ucsf website
organized; clear
confusing
teacher; too fast even
though the class was
easy (probably could
have taken
advanced); just to
much material to
cover
Kick out the people Good. Should have just
who should be in taken the Advanced right
the Intro class - or Class. Class was too
ask them to come slow at the beginning
back another day if and too fast at the
it is evident that
end.
they should not be
in the Intermediate
class.
yes,

7

5

9

9

9

10

8

6

8

8

good paced class.
just 10
picked up some tips right
for every day use.
It was very helpful just 9
for me and where I'm right
at in using these
spreadsheets.

10

10
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11/2/10 03:47 Excel 2007 David
PM Intermediate Casuto

10/27/10 03:54 Word 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

10/27/10 03:54 Word 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

9/22/10 03:57 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

9/22/10 03:57 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

9/22/10 03:56 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

9/22/10 03:56
PM

David
Casuto
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It would be great if
the students who
can't keep up
recognized that
they are holding
the rest of the
class back. There
is too much to
learn in these
classes and it's
frustrating when
one person has a
million questions.
An outline of the
class progression
would be helpful,
ex: knowing when
breaks are

I like the mix of
too 8
explanation and
slow
application. Dave was
able to discuss
questions and was
quite patient with
slow learners. The
topics covered were
relevant and helpful. I
also really appreciate
the dual screen so we
can see what the
instructor is doing
compared to what we
are doing.

8

This was a great
just 10
class that cleared up right
a lot of the mystery
that I felt around how
Word worked. Great
instructor who was
personable and
knowledgeable - great
combo!
Thought it was quite just 10
good. I am not quick right
with computers, and
it was easy to follow.

10

too 10
fast

10

Extend the time till Enjoyed it; lots too
too 10
5 pm.
cover, not enough
fast
time to cover the
book.
I would have liked The class was very just 10
to get to the charts informative and the right
section.
ability to practice was
great. The instructor
was patient and
helpful.
the formula section Great went fast so
just 10
for number
much to learn
right
calculations should
be a class in itself
it went very fast..I

10

Make the class
longer and have
more time at the
end for more
advanced
questions.
Extend the time till Enjoyed it; lots too
5 pm.
cover, not enough
time to cover the
book.

10

10

10
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9/22/10 03:56 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

9/22/10 03:55 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

9/22/10 03:55 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

9/22/10 03:55 Excel 2007
PM Intro
9/15/10 03:54 Excel 2003
PM Introduction

David
Casuto
David
Casuto

9/15/10 03:53 Excel 2003
PM Introduction
9/15/10 03:53 Excel 2003
PM Introduction

David
Casuto
David
Casuto

9/15/10 03:52 Excel 2003 David
PM Introduction Casuto

9/15/10 03:51 Excel 2003 David
PM Introduction Casuto

9/8/10

03:58 Flash
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto
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like the book to
refer and practice
Better sugar
snacks in the
afternoon!
Practice, but that's
up to me...

Nothing, this is a
great course and
Dave is a great
instructor!

Excellent, well
informed and very
helpful.
Very good and
interactive. Not too
hard for an intro so
good pace.
Excellent training.

just 10
right

10

just 10
right

10

just 10
right

10

It was great.

just 9
right
Devote a little more Very informative and just 10
time in discussing directly related to my right
the subject.
job.
ergonomic
Very Helpful
just 10
keeyboard (ouch)
right
Give us case
This introduction
9
scenarios instead course was a bit too
of explicit
elementary. I would
directions of what have liked to have
to do when going seen more advanced
through the book material covered.
Possibly increase It was very good. I just 10
training to 1-1/2
learned much more right
days. Too much during this re-do
matieral to cover in since the book was
one day.
much more adhered
to.

9

Start class timely
Make class 1 1/2
or 2 days. Too
much to fit in in
one day
A comparison
cheat sheet would
help: when to use
motion vs classic
tween, object vs
merge shapes. The
vocabulary is new
and it's not
intuitive.

10

Good class, very
helpful

just 10
right

I liked the small class just 8
size (only 3 of us). right
Dave was open about
receiving questions
from us. Maybe there
could be a segregated
class for print
designers; we think
differently and it
might be helpful to
have an instructor
who "spoke" print
and was able to make
analogies from that

10

10
6

10

8
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9/8/10

03:58 Flash
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

9/8/10

03:56 Flash
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

9/2/10

02:59 Word 2007 David
PM Intermediate Casuto

9/2/10

02:59 Word 2007 David
PM Intermediate Casuto

9/2/10

02:58 Word 2007
PM Intermediate
8/25/10 03:47 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto
David
Casuto

8/25/10 03:44 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto
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world.
A LOT of material The course was a
too
covered in this two really good
fast
day course--would foundation training
have liked a bit
for Flash. Also the
more "refresher" small class size really
from Day 1 to Day facilitated being able
2. It was a bit
to learn at our own
overwhelming
pace. We had quite a
lot of opportunity for
hands-on training
from the instructor
and he was very clear
and thorough.
More real world
Exactly what I
examples to give a needed to understand
sense of
the basic tools and
possibilities.
what the program
can do.
Just keep hiring
David is a very good just
David.
teacher. I think he
right
would even be able to
teach
thermodynamics to a
group of senior
citizen monkeys.He's
very good at
explaining
complicated concepts
in simple terms that
even child may
understand it.
GIVE MORE
IMPRESSIVE. THE too
TIME, EXTEND TEACHER IS
fast
THE PERIOD TO KNOWLEDGEABLE.
2 DAYS AT
LEASET TO
ALLOW THE
TRAINING TO
SINK IN.

10

10

8

8

10

10

9

9

just 9
right
just 10
right

Unsure

The class exceeded
my expectations
especially considering
this was my first time
working with the
program.
Over all very good. I just 7
did learn some
right
information but
possibly need another

9
9

7
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8/25/10 03:41 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

8/25/10 03:40 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

8/25/10 03:40 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

8/25/10 03:16 Excel 2007
PM Intro

David
Casuto

8/24/10 03:51 Outlook 2007 David
PM Intermediate Casuto
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of excel to suit my
job better.
I'm not sure how It was very straight just
to improve it but it forward and had a lot right
seemed that the
of techniques that I
range of
was interested in
experience was
learning about and
really wide.
using.
David did a great Overall it was well
just
job, I can't think of taught and I learned a right
anything to do
lot of the basic
differently.
functions of Excel. If
I could do this over
again I would
probably take an
Intermediate class
instead of Intro but I
still learned tricks that
will make my work in
Excel more efficient.
excellent teacher,
patient and went thru
a lot of items; very
knowledgeable
teacher
Mr. Casuto is a
just
wonderful teacher. right
He is funny and has
an ability to clearly
and eloquently explain
abstract/complicated
concepts. He's very
smart, clever and
articulate. He is
patient as well. I
thought this class
was going to be
torture (and boring)
but it turned out to be
fun, interesting &
informative.
Teachers keeping
more to the text in
the book, rather
than going off on
their own
w/shortcuts and
long explanations
of how they do
things. Also,
allowing students
to do practice

9

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

Well organized,
just 10
allows us to do
right
practice work out of
book on what we're
learning - no other
teacher has done that
here on any of the
classes I've taken.
Dave covers all the
material, which is
great.

10
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8/24/10 03:50 Outlook 2007 David
PM Intermediate Casuto

8/10/10 03:51 Flash
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

8/10/10 03:49 Flash
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

8/10/10 03:46 Flash
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

8/10/10 03:46 Flash
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto

8/10/10 03:45 Flash
David
PM Fundamentals Casuto
8/10/10 03:45 Flash
David
surv ey .academy x.com/hr/results.cf m

work while
learning. Not
rushing in the
afternoon and
going slow in the
a.m.
The setup was
good but it was
too
faulty- several of review. I had thought slow
the labs did not
it would be more
work correctly
detailed or more into
because of missing "best practices." It
files and
was completely fine
disconnections
but I would
from exchange. the appreciate a more
instructor was able advanced course
to bounce back but being taught as well.
it was irritating to
not be able to
complete the
coursework
because of
computer issues in
a computer training
course.
There were several Very informative,
just
computers that had user-friendly.
right
some issues and
the instructor had
to pause
instruction to
troubleshoot the
PC's.
There were some I really enjoyed the just
technical issues
class. I learned a lot right
that slowed down that I'm looking
the pace of the
forward to taking
class.
back to the office to
experiment with.
Make this a 3 day Good teacher. easy to too
program, so that it follow
fast
doesn't feel too
rushed
Excellent. I got from just
the class exactly
right
what I wanted. A
basic understanding
of how to
fundamentally work
with Flash.
Longer classes.
Covered the basics. too
fast
Dave should slow It was a good class, too

8

8

10

10

8

8

8

9

10

10

9

9

8

8
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PM Fundamentals Casuto

8/6/10
8/6/10

04:00 Word 2007
PM Advanced
03:59 Word 2007
PM Advanced

David
Casuto
David
Casuto

down a bit,
but it went a little fast fast
at times.
especially in a
Fundamentals
class. The first day
was fine, the
second day was a
little fast.
just 9
right
Great. It was very
just 10
helpful that we did
right
exercises of what we
were learning. No
other instructors do
that and it would
have been very
helpful if they had.

9
10

149 Responses with data
9.47 -- Average instructor subject matter knowledgeability score
9.48 -- Average instructor communication skills score
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